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Abstract: Research and development (R&D) are always oriented towards new discoveries, based
on original terms or hypotheses, and their concluding outcomes are often uncertain. The present
work focused on the degree of uncertainty for R&D activities. In fact, uncertainty makes it difficult to
quantify the time and resources needed to achieve a final outcome, create a work plan and budget,
and finalize the resulting “innovative” products or services that could be transferred or exchanged in
a specific market. The present work attempts to indicate the degree of uncertainty of the research
activities developed by a set of firms. The method used aimed to quantify the five criteria defined
by the Manual of Frascati. Through the creation of an uncertainty cloud, a cone of uncertainty was
defined following an approach based on project management. The evaluation grid was characterized
by the decomposition of the different variables divided into quartiles, which allowed for the detection
of the evolution of the project and each of its component. The ancillary objective aim was to also
observe the development degree of these industries towards a framework of Industry 4.0.
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1. Introduction

Research and development (R&D) is always oriented towards new discoveries, based on original
innovation topics or hypotheses [1–8], and their concluding outcome is often uncertain [9–11].
The present work focused on the degree of uncertainty of R&D activities. In fact, uncertainty makes
it difficult to quantify the time and resources needed to achieve an outcome, develop a useful plan,
and budget and finalize the resulting “innovative” products or services that could be transferred or
exchanged in a specific market [12–15].

Innovation is particularly critical and risky in dynamic and uncertain markets where the product
or service uses new and uncertain technologies [3,7,10,12,16–19]. The literature on new product
development offers several tools to support, while on approaches and methods for measuring the
degree of uncertainty is restricted for R&D activities [9,10,20–24]. An uncertainty theory was instituted
as a division of mathematics grounded on monotonicity, normality, self-duality, and countable
subadditivity axioms [25–29]. From a management viewpoint, uncertainty is associated with the lack
of precise knowledge regardless of the reason for this deficit [10,11,14,30]. Each decision or set of
decisions has related advances or losses which are typically reliant on numerous random variables and,
therefore, highly uncertain [14]. Thus, uncertainty is a term generally used in several contexts [31–33],
revealing, in general, other related concepts:
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• Uncertainty: lack of certainty, an inadequate state of knowledge in which it is intolerable to define
precisely the current state, future outcomes or more than one conceivable result (e.g., [2,33]).

• Uncertainty measure: a series of possible states in which results or probabilities are assigned to
each possible state or result—this also includes the application of a probability density function to
continuous variables.

• Risk: A state of uncertainty in which some possible results have an unwanted effect or a
significant loss.

• Risk measurement: a series of measured uncertainties in which some results are possible losses, and
the extent of such losses—also including the formulates of loss on continuous variables.

The definition of R&D assumed in the present paper is provided in the Manual of Frascati [34].
The Frascati framework offers information approximating the funding and the performance of
R&D [35,36]. It includes a set of creative activities carried out in a systematic way with the aim of to
develop and increase new knowledge and to use existing knowledge for new applications. The Manual
of Frascati outlines and defines the common characteristics of the R&D activities, the objectives—which
may be specific or general—and the criteria for identifying them, with the aim of providing guidance for
the measurement of other related activities. Five criteria must be met to classify an R&D activity, mainly:

• “novelty”, since the activity must produce new results;
• “originality”, since each activity must be aimed at developing new concepts and ideas;
• “uncertainty of the results”, as at an early stage, it is not possible to define precisely the type of

result and the costs in relation to the objectives to be achieved;
• “orderliness”, since the activity must be conducted in a planned and accountable manner, and both

the process and the results must be retained;
• “reproducibility”, since the results of the activity must ensure the transferability of knowledge

and the reproducibility of the results within other R&D activities.

The present work attempts to indicate the degree of uncertainty of the research activities developed
by a set of firms. The method used aims to quantify the five criteria defined by the Manual of Frascati.
Through a cloud as a validated scientific method [37–41], a cone of uncertainty was defined following
an approach based on project management. The evaluation grid is characterized by the decomposition
of the different variables divided into quartiles, which allows to detect the evolution of the project in
each its component. The ancillary objective aimed also to observe the development degree of these
industries towards a framework of Industry 4.0.

2. Industry 4.0 in Italy

The term “Industry 4.0” is commonly used to identify the technological transformation that
is currently taking place in all domains of the economy: production, consumption, transport,
and communications [42–46]. Such transformation is driven by the interlacing of digitization
(with devices and processes capable of transmitting and processing huge masses of data) and automation
(the availability of machines capable of carrying out tasks of medium–high complexity) [17,47].
The transition to Industry 4.0 is characterized by a dual nature: on the one hand, great opportunities
associated with the creation of new wealth and greater well-being, through productivity gains;
the satisfaction of new needs, through new products or new process; and the greater efficiency of
production processes, thanks to the implementation of process innovations [48,49].

The National Enterprise Plan 4.0 (formerly “Industry 4.0”) is a recent chance for all firms in Italy
that want to seize the opportunities related to the fourth industrial revolution [48–53].

All measures that have proved to be effective have been strengthened and targeted in a 4.0 logic
in order to fully respond to emerging needs [54,55]. Among the main actions is the tax credit, which
aims to reward those who invest in the future [2,16,55].

However, many firms are unenthusiastic about the 4.0 evolution, as R&D is often a component
that generates a high degree of different natures of uncertainty (e.g., economic, social, technological,
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legal) [1,48,49,56]. In fact, the novelty and the great complication of the phenomenon of Industry 4.0
cause a high risk of uncertainty during R&D investigations [9].

3. Degree of Uncertainty in Industry 4.0

Selected determinants were defined by the phenomenon of uncertainty in the area of Industry
4.0 in the literature [1,48,49,57,58]. The concept of Industry 4.0 is a German discovery that occurred
2011 [56,59]. It is consequently fraught with a high level of uncertainty in numerous characteristics
(technological, legal, economic, social, etc.) [56]. Uncertainty regarding Industry 4.0 is triggered by the
high intricacy of the subject and a deficiency of current guidance in the direction of the comprehension
of the visions and concepts [60–65]. Particularly, this phenomenon is interesting for evaluating several
case studies on communication among the main network components of Industry 4.0 based on massive
amounts of data collected regarding self-control, beyond a secure internal network [61–63].

Moreover, Industry 4.0 includes the creation of new, not previously known business models of
cooperation and new values chains, based on a very extensive scale of the relationships among all
parties setting up the new ecosystem [56]. The baseline concepts of Industry 4.0 are the integration
of new IT systems—where the old systems were not designed for the Internet of Things—very high
complexity and dynamism for this new environment, and the tools used for big data analysis [66–68].
Currently, researchers are looking for processes to implement Industry 4.0 in other countries with
solutions that are more favorable to the local context [17], which will result in the transfer of production.
This will lead to product development that is not developed on the spot, which will improve the strong
position in the export markets of countries that are characterized by a current cost advantage and will
increase the complexity of the manufactured parts [69–72].

These abovementioned issues can be associated with the following dimensions of the theory of
uncertainty [69,70]. Uncertainties in behavioral terms—as a composite, which is the result of internal
factors (relating to Industry 4.0) and external (situational)—is induced by the complexity and dynamics
of the environment (suppliers, customers, network security, etc.) [56,73,74]. Furthermore, subjective
uncertainty (in structural terms) results from the cognitive limitations of policymakers, referring to
information management generated in the system and subsystems of Industry 4.0, particularly, in terms
of its acquisition, processing, and storage. Relational uncertainty (in structural terms) is formed at the
interface between organizations and the environment through a complex web of interactions between
firms that adopt Industry 4.0 and their stakeholders. This uncertainty will be shaped by the dynamics
of the business environment and the difficultly in predicting the behavior of different groups of
stakeholders. Moreover, structural uncertainty (in terms of a binary way of describing uncertainty) will
occur when there are opportunities to identify the chain of cause and effect relationships regarding the
analyzed events (economic, technological, social, legal, etc.); but, due to the huge dynamic development
of Industry 4.0, it will not be possible to determine probable future events based on present conditions.
Finally, indeterminacy (in terms of a binary way of describing uncertainty) concerns the present and
includes mainly countries such as Poland, where there is a lack of clear information about the validity
of changing ambition, lack of full knowledge of the cause and effect relationships occurring between
the variables and uncertainty, and the available courses of action and their consequences [56].

Additional potential areas of uncertainty referring the technological (communication) aspects,
in particular decentralized intelligence, are where intelligent drive and control technologies network
with other devices with decentralized autonomy [71,72].

Industry 4.0 should suggest (and receive) analytical business strategies in the future industrial
revolution, i.e., Industry 4.0. Such development necessitates the application of specific tools and,
consequently, the data collected can be methodically dealt with to explain uncertainties and, thus, used
to make more “informed” conclusions [57].
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4. Methodology

The literature offers different studies on the subject concerning the activities of research and
development in advanced countries, such as the UK and Germany [17], while it is less advanced in
Italy. This is due to the uncertainty of these activities and because of a certain cultural background
which makes it difficult to implement Industry 4.0 in Italy, as opposed to other countries, such as
Germany. Offering a method to reduce the degree of uncertainty can be an incentive in an economy
such as the Italian one.

The present work explored the degree of uncertainty that emerged during the R&D activities
conducted by a set of Italian firms (Figure 1), mainly related to the manufacturing industry [9] and
most of which were located in northern Italy. These firms considered as positive the benefits offered by
the National Enterprise Plan 4.0, namely, the tax credits. Data collection occurred over a period of two
years (2016–2018), during which 190 projects were analyzed. The analysis was carried out at two levels:

1. Direct survey with the entrepreneur and the internal research team (always being projects of a
corporate nature and industrial development);

2. A technical analysis of the documentation supporting the project idea.

The two analysis thresholds were the starting point for the compilation of the positioning grid
from which the uncertainty graph was generated.
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The approach used measured the degree of uncertainty of each research project. The temporal
dimension marks four phases: conception, conceptualization, design, and prototyping.
The uncertainties of a project have an evolution consistent with that indicated and known in the
bibliography as a “cone of uncertainty” [75,76]. The phenomenon known as the “cone of uncertainty”
is determined by the tendency of estimates to be quite imprecise in a specific part of a project. At the
beginning of a project there is still limited information about the scope, the specifications of the various
deliverables, and the resources involved. As a result, time and cost and the overall effort are rather
vague. Therefore, a planning phase is needed that will help to explain all these aspects and to build the
project plan. As the project progresses and passes from the planning phase to the implementation phase,
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more and more precise information is acquired and, therefore, the cone of uncertainty is reduced as
illustrated in Figure 2. The horizontal axis represents time and on it are represented the various phases
that a project goes through from the beginning to the completion of the work (the terms used refer
to a software development project, but the phenomenon concerns all types of projects). The vertical
axis represents the margin of error in the estimates. This margin is usually significantly reduced after
one-third of the time has elapsed since the start of the project. Of course, this trend is not only linked
to time but also to the ability to use that time to collect information. If this does not happen, a cloud of
uncertainty is generated that envelops the project to the end as in the adjacent representation [37–41].
The cone of uncertainty is reduced only through a decision-making process that gradually eliminates
variability. By deciding what should be done and what should not be done, defining the resources
that will be used, and defining the expected quality level and the budget allocated, the variability of
the estimates is reduced and allows to manage the next phase of implementation. During the work,
the data related to the progress of the project will permit to make other decisions aimed at further
reducing the margins of variation.
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The cone of uncertainty can have significant effects especially in large projects, so it may be
important to wait for a detailed analysis to be carried out before making binding commitments in
the face of information that has not yet been sufficiently verified. A similar observation applies to
those types of projects (such as research and development projects) which by their very nature have
high margins of variability. Figure 2 clearly exposes how the various initial steps reduce the cloud of
uncertainty. This allows key variables to be better focused and commitments to be made only when
the variability margin is within acceptable limits. Of course, project estimates and plans based on them
need to be reviewed periodically during the work to ensure that the objectives are achieved. This has
helped to further reduce the uncertainty cone and eliminate the uncertainty cloud [37–41].

5. Results

The methodological approach has a dual practical and operational value, seen either within a
project team or an external evaluator. In fact, thanks to the evaluation of the ex-ante project, it is
possible to determine the level of risk of the project right from the start, defining it in practice, and if
necessary, developing alternative solutions or reserve budgets in the event that the uncertainty factor
is extremely high.

The reduction in uncertainty is reflected in the net sizing and modification of project risks after
the end of development (Figure 3 and Table 1). Though the terms are usually used in many ways and
contexts, very high specialists in decision making theory, statistics, and other fields have demarcated
quantities of uncertainty and risks. Each project has been analyzed in its actions according to a standard
and a protocol of analysis of the uncertainty generated by the following relation:

Uncertainty = f(o) × f(cu) × f(m) × f (e spe) × f(c) × f(tt) × f(r) × f(repl) (1)

where:

f(o) = uncertainty related to the objectives;
f(cu) = uncertainty related to the human and relational components of the firm;
f (m) = methodological uncertainty;
f (e spe) = uncertainty related to experimental errors;
f (c) = cost uncertainty;
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f(tt) = uncertainty related to technology transfer;
f (r) = uncertainty of result;
f (replication) = uncertainty in replicability.

It was therefore possible to construct a graph and a cloud of uncertainty, in which the greater
the adhesion to the cone, the smaller the uncertainty, vice versa, the greater the cloud is extended,
the greater the uncertainty.
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Table 1. Project uncertainty analysis (descriptive analysis).

Project Analytical Component of
Project-Specific Uncertainty

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

i (m) Uncertainty of methodology, also in this case, the
experimental process saw the application of either new

methodologies or methods applied in contexts never
studied and tested

New and innovative method,
not widespread in the sector and

high in complexity

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

I (r) Uncertainty of results (not being a process already
mature or validated, normally the research carried out
do not always have a positive result, precisely because

they are being developed, code and implement new
activities and actions both at business level and in the

territory or scenario and for some research also at
international or global level)

Result not present in other studies,
not guaranteed and with

high variability

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

i (c) Uncertainty of costs, also in this case, not possible to
delineate a certainty of the result, and it was not always

possible to respect the budget assigned to the single
activity of research

Uncertain costs, given also the
complexity of the research action
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Table 1. Cont.

Project Analytical Component of
Project-Specific Uncertainty

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

i (cu) human behavioral uncertainty, occurs in organizational
models where the specificity of the behavior of one or

more subjects involved in the experimentation may lead
to the failure to achieve the experiment

Possible negative impact on
experimenters testing, difficulty in

the method of relief given
the complexity

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

i (o)

Uncertainty of objective often in experimentation during
the experimental action or study should be recalibrated
objectives for the following factors arising from some

specifics described below:

Single objective but with very high
technical and scientific complexity

Non-economic sustainability

Target not reachable

Objective not aligned with time requirements

Objective varied according to some experimental results

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

E (Spe) Experimental error comes from the uncertainty of the
measurement or from the experimental errors

determined statistically. This type of error is calculated
based on specific elements of statistical analysis

Experimental error not known at
the beginning

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

i (tt) Uncertainty of technique and technology (use of new
systems whose performance is unknown). Use of

different mature technologies that, when related to each
other, generate new functional problems.

Prototype system

Absolutely new technology in the
application and survey phases

Variable Descriptor Contextualized Descriptor

i (Repl) Replicability stems from the uncertainty of replicating
the results and disseminating the results of

experimentation and research

Possibility of replication that may
be linked to secret

scientific publications

The estimated variability results from the degree of uncertainty of the projects processed.
The assessment of each level of uncertainty analysis was defined by a set of summary judgments.
Following specific descriptors, every keyword was labeled with a degree of uncertainty (Table 2).

Table 2. Assessment of each level of uncertainty analysis for summary judgments.

Value Keyword

I (o)

Easy to achieve objective

Objective already achieved with other systems in the firm

Objective already achieved with other systems in the firm

Objective related only to production logic

Easy to achieve objective with complexity only related to aspects related to production

Only technical objective with little scientific value

Unique experimental objective without testing and simulation

Objective related to basic research with numerous sources available

This is a complex average objective that can be solved by well-known research projects in the sector that
have already been published.
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Table 2. Cont.

Value Keyword

Objective with several sub-actions

Objective completely unrelated to knowledge

Objective does not present in the business logic

Objective does not present in the technical literature

Objective providing for preliminary studies in scientific literature

X

Multiple objectives (general

Complex objective does not present in the scientific literature, and it is challenging to investigate at a
high level

Objective providing for preliminary studies in scientific literature

Multiple objectives with complex, interlinked sub-actions

I (CU)

Project that impacts on a few subjects

Presence of only technical or mechanical contents

Presence of only basic study and research

Project with relations only at a technical level that have little impact on relational aspects

Superficial relations

Activity with low cognitive effects, iteration network activity

Human environment prevailing in the research theme

Project that impacts on organizational and relational environments

Project that has a significant impact on behavioral relationships

Project that has a significant impact on human relations

Project that impacts on cognitive, methodological, or learning logic and systems

X
Project that impacts on many subjects or complex organizations

Project that impacts on social areas and relevant scales

I (m)

Method present in the literature and mature

Multi-coded methods

Methods present in the literature but not mature

More methods of applied disciplinary fields

New and encoded methods

Methods applied for the first time in the sector

X
New methods to be compared with methods in the literature

New development of methods

E (SPE)

Presence of certain and calculated statistical and instrumental errors

Presence of either only instrumental or statistical error

Presence of only some parameters and data for the calculation of uncertainty factors

X Absence of statistical or data processing methods for numerical analyses

I (c)

Costs determined with a specific component prevalently linked to third-party shares

Determination of the analytical costs and simulation of the three scenarios

Definition of a specific session of cost analysis in the pre-project phase with determination of the budget

X Hypothesized or simulated costs
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Table 2. Cont.

Value Keyword

Irtt

Mature technology used in a new way

Mature technologies interfaced with each other in an unencoded manner

X
Use of experimental technology and a known component

Technology used in a sector other than that of application

Known technology significantly modified to be considered as new

Experimental technology

New and untested technology

I (r)

Known result in other similar firms

Result known to non-similar firms

Result not easily predictable

X
Uncertain or complex results

Results linked to several experimental objectives

I (REPL)

Easily replicable result

Result characterized by a complex path with the need for specific actions to be replicated

Result characterized by a complex path with the need for a progressive path to be replicated (e.g.,
training, procedures, manual, protocols)

X
Result characterized by numerous variables with a specific study for replicability on an intra- and

extra-firm scale

5.1. Method of Analysis of the Degree of Novelty of the Project

Research operates in accordance with the methodological approach contained in the Frascati
Manual. for the measurement of the degree of creativity and novelty, the present analysis referred
to the following principles in the Manual of Frascati [34]: (i) in the business sector, the potential for
innovation in R&D projects must be assessed by comparing it with the existing knowledge base in the
sector. The R&D activity within the project must lead to new results for businesses that are not already
used in this area. Activities aimed at copying, imitating or decoding knowledge are excluded from
research and development as they are not new knowledge; and (ii) a research and development project
must have as its objective the creation of new ideas that improve state-of-the-art processes, products,
and services. With the intention of developing an objective element, for each project in the present
analysis, we compared the design idea with the following fields: competitors and similar firms; firms
in the sector; technical literature; scientific literature; and firms that deal with technical and scientific
issues but are not in the sector.

For each comparison, we assigned a score based on the relevance, uniqueness or non-uniqueness
of the idea and built a sphere of novelty. As will be seen in the graphs, there were three types of
spheres: (i) absolute novelty; (ii) related news; and (iii) not new or non-significant improvements.
All projects were analyzed and evaluated, representing both graphically and analytically where:

Innovation factor of projects = f(a) + f(b), (2)

where F(a) determines the sources of innovation research and F(b) determines the degree of innovation
with respect to sources, including (i) positive elements (score +2): single elements or not detected;
(ii) partial elements (score +1): elements present but original in use; and (iii) negative elements (score 0):
known or mature elements used in a non-original way (Figure 4 and Table 3). If no similar cases were
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found in the sector, an absolute novelty both at the technical and scientific levels was detected. The main
elements of innovation are the application of algorithms; ideas based on different logic compared to
commercially available products (e.g., use of sensors); innovation in potential calculation; topics not
previously explored scientifically; the first model in absolute terms of quantification; and evaluation of
systems for rapid reading of scenarios.
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Table 3. Evaluation table.

Source F(a) F(b)

Competitors and similar firms 1 2
Firms in the sector 1 2
Technical literature 1 2
Scientific literature 1 2

Firms that deal with technical and scientific issues but are not in the sector 1 2

5.2. Measuring the Degree of Uncertainty

In the conception phase, the degree of uncertainty was very high, however, it declined over
time during the other phases (Figure 5). At the beginning of each phase, the degree of uncertainty
rose and then decreased at the termination of each phase of the project. In the end, the overall
degree of uncertainty of the projects considered was practically zero, exposing the high quality of the
research developed.

As can be seen from the graphic representation, the project was within a very high degree of
uncertainty, given the complexity of the scientific and experimental action (Figure 6) [13].

The P factor determines the separation from elements related to production and productivity of
the research, the project must be excluded from everything related to production and sales in direct
and indirect terms during the entire study. A research and development project should aim to create
new innovation ideas. This excludes from R&D any routine modification of products or processes and,
therefore, the workers’ concern is on creativity in this field. Consequently, a research and development
project requires the contributions of a researcher [34].

• P > 1: Project unrelated to the production model and only known from research reports;
• ES: A firm that produces hydraulic elements that wants to study new filtering technologies,

with the help of experiments that do not relate in any way to the world of production or the
existing market;
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• P < 1: Project directly or indirectly linked to aspects of production;
• ES: A firm that works on orders, a firm that has already the studied technology in production,

a firm that already sells the studied or developed technology;
• (C): Factor C determines the scientific consistency with the context; the firm must produce research

on elements not already present within the range of know-outs and skills of the sector, territory
or firm

• C > 1: Consistent with the scientific and innovation context;
• ES: The technology or process does not present in territorial, corporate or international competences;
• C < 1: Inconsistent;
• ES: New, mature or already widespread technology or process.
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5.3. Classification of the Research

The classification of the research detected (i) basic research (RB), which is experimental or
theoretic research assumed chiefly to acquire new knowledge about the basics of a phenomena and
noticeable facts, deprived of specific requests or potential uses; (ii) applied research, which is an
original investigation to acquire new knowledge. However, it is primarily intended for a specific
and practical purpose or objective; and (iii) experimental growth through a systematic effort, based
on knowledge expanded from research and work experience and the production of supplementary
information, intended for constructing new products or processes or enlightening current products or
processes [34].

5.3.1. D: Definition of the Search

a. Process (Proc)
b. Product (Prod)
c. Method (Met)
d. Knowledge (With)
e. Model (Mod)
f. Business (Bus)
g. Technician (tec)
h. Organizational (Management)

Research and development can be found in the social sciences, the humanities and the arts, as well
as in the natural sciences and engineering [12,13,23,41,59]. The Manual of Frascati [34] places more
emphasis on the social sciences and the humanities and the arts than previous editions. This does
not require changes in definitions and conventions but requires greater attention to the boundaries
that define what is and what is not research and development. In addition, the countries that use this
manual are at different stages of economic development and this chapter tries to meet their different
needs [34]. This manual follows the convention of the System of National Accounts in which the term
“product” refers to a good or service. Throughout the manual, “process” means the transformation of
inputs into outputs, and their delivery, or into organizational practices [34].

5.3.2. Novelty

The objective determination of novelty, by parameter (yes) objective determination of novelty,
focused on, for example, territory, country, firm versus sector, sector, and international context.
Otherwise, the level must be demonstrated in the literature or in technical regulations. In the business
sector (the areas of the Frascati are defined in Section 3), the potential novelty of R&D projects must be
assessed by comparing it with the existing knowledge base in the sector [34].

5.3.3. Creative

Creativeness, or the determination of a principle or logic that is not present, is not available or not
used systematically with a mature technology known within the field of experimentation [34]. Also,
in this case, it is possible to determine the creative level with the following:

• Absolute creativity (completely innovative element);
• Relative creativity (new and creative elements for a given scenario or application);
• Comparison creativity (analysis and comparison with respect to comparison, validation

or comparison).
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5.3.4. Uncertainty Factor

The uncertainty factor is expressed according to different guidelines:

• (Ir) Uncertainty of the result (not being a mature or normally validated process, the research
carried out did not always have a positive result, because it develops, codifies, and carries out
new activities and actions both at the firm level and in terms of territory or scenario, and for some
research also at the international or global level);

• (ic) Uncertainty of costs. In this case, being unable to delineate the certainty of a result, it was not
always possible to respect the budget assigned to the single activity of research.

• (im) Uncertainty of methodology. In this case, the experimental process saw the application of
either new methodologies or methods applied in contexts never before studied and tested.

Human behavioral uncertainty occurs in organizational models where the specificity of the
behavior of one or more subjects involved in the experimentation may lead to the non-achievement of
the experiment. Uncertainty in the objective often occurs during the experimental phase or when the
study needs to recalibrate the objectives related to the following factors: non-economic sustainability,
unattainable target, objective not aligned with time requirements, and objectives varied according to
experimental results.

5.3.5. Systematicity

Research and development are formal activities carried out systematically. In this context,
“systematic” means that research and development are conducted in a planned manner, with records of
both the process followed and the results [34]. In order to make every study systemic and systematic,
the development model in synergy with the firm defines and traces the methodology applied within
the study or experimentation.

5.3.6. Replicability

An R&D project should enable the transfer of new ideas and information to ensure its use and to
enable other researchers to reproduce the results in their research and development activities. This also
includes research and development that has produced negative results where an initial hypothesis is
not confirmed or where a product cannot be developed as originally intended. As the aim of research
and development is to increase the existing knowledge base, results cannot remain silent (i.e., remain
in the minds of researchers alone), as they, and the associated knowledge, would be at risk of being
lost. The codification of knowledge and its dissemination is standard practice in universities and
research institutes, although there may be restrictions on knowledge arising from contract work or
collaboration. Again, there may be multiple levels of disclosure within the trial:

1. Intra-firm closed (strategic project for the firm that is shared and disclosed only at certain levels);
2. Intra-firm open (project disclosed to firm personnel from all sectors);
3. Extra-firm market (project disclosed to other firms or customers);
4. Extra-firm tc (project disseminated on channels of a technical or sectoral nature);
5. Info science (project disseminated at the level of non-reported scientific journals);
6. Info top science (project published in whole or in part in peer-reviewed scientific journals).

5.4. Classification of the Research as a Function of the Methods Carried Out and of the Reading of the Results

The following are the keys to understanding the tools developed within the project. These tools
are in fact innovative, fall within the logic of the Manual of Frascati, and are an integral part of the
experimentation carried out. The main fields of action on which the experimentation was carried
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out are defined, as well as the relative spheres of reference for the individual documents drawn up.
The function of the project is represented by the variables:

F (Industry 4.0) = f(sic) × f(gest) × f(dida) × f(sani) × f(pry) (3)

where:

F: sic (occupational safety aspects);
F: gest (event management aspects);
F: dida (didactic aspects);
F: sani (aspects of sanitation, hygiene, and management of the drink),
F: aspects of the pry (elements of privacy);

Each logical function was developed on different target levels:

• DLI: employer/entrepreneur;
• Op: operator;
• UV: visitor user;
• Ter: another firm or another user;
• Didr: teaching operator.

For each type of study area, the following documents were produced, which are briefly described
below. The annexes are the tools to enable the firm to develop an advanced model of open cellar and
are the guides for the individual figures involved in the visit to the firm.

The project produced the following tools to replicate the design logic as required by the regulations
and the tax credit, e.g., articles that analyze the phenomenon of open cellars, specific manuals covering
the operational tools, and specific teaching modules (Table 4).

Table 4. Classification of the research as a function of the methods used and the reading of the results.

Category Type File Target Description

F: sic A.1 DLI Road maps and checklist

F: sic A.2 OP Operating procedures

F: sic A.3 Didr Operating procedures

F: sic A.4–A.5 UV Example of a document and information to be provided

F: sic A.6 Ter

Category type File Target Description

F: Gest B.1 DLI Explication

F: Gest Managing DLI–op Software

F: Gest Counting DLI–op Software

Category type File Target Description

F: Sani C.1 DLI Elements of analysis

F: Sani C.2 DLI–op Checklist

F: Sani C.3 DLI–op– Didr Operator procedures

Category type File Target Description

F: Dida D.1 Didr Elements of analysis

F: Dida D.2 Didr–DLI Checklist

F: Dida D.3 DLI Operator procedures

F: Dida D.4 Didr–DLI literature materials

Category type File Target Description

F: pry E.1 DLI–Didr Elements of analysis
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5.5. Systematic Nature of the Research Project

Research and development are formal activities carried out systematically. In this context,
“systematic” is a research and development process, which is conducted via a strategic method, with
records of both the process followed and the results. To verify this, it is necessary to identify the purpose
of the R&D project and the sources of funding for the R&D activities carried out. The availability of
such records is consistent with a research and development project aimed at meeting specific needs
and with its own workers and financial resources. Although the management and reporting structure
described above are more easily found in larger projects, it may also apply to small-scale activities
where it would be sufficient to have one or more employees or consultants (provided a researcher has
been included) to produce solutions to a requirement (Figure 7).
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6. Discussion

By means of the five criteria of the Manual of Frascati (i.e., novelty, originality, uncertainty,
orderliness, and reproducibility), the aim of the present work was to define uncertainty as a cloud.
Through a cloud, a cone of uncertainty was defined following an approach based on project management
derived from a matrix. The cloud is a scientific method [37–41]. The evaluation grid is characterized
by the decomposition of the different variables (e.g., technology [1,17,34,45,47,51,55]) divided into
quartiles, which allows for the detection of the evolution of the project for each of its components
and for the outline of an evaluation grid. The line moves according to the progressive degrees of
uncertainty. The curve was divided into many units that defined the temporal development of the
project and each of those were given parameters. A project was more certain if it was graphically
located within the blue band of the cloud. From this, it emerged that the more multiplicities there were,
the more uncertain the project; the newer the method, the more uncertain it was; the more known the
statistical error, the less uncertain the project itself. Even though a little literature has already drawn a
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cloud of uncertainty [37–41], the originality of the present work is the formulation of a mathematical
formula with the intention of perceiving the degree of uncertainty of a project.

Secondly, novelty was evaluated using bubbles with four references: competitor firms, technical
firm, scientific firm, and firms from other sectors that have developed the same idea. A comparison
was made by identifying the sources and the state-of-the-art processes, products, and services. With a
higher number of sources, the novelty score was higher; by assigning points, novelty was capable
of being represented in a bubble graph, which organized the bubbles into three columns, with an
objective parameter which allowed for the analysis of a project.

The third level dealt with orderliness. Through a bar graph, the activities carried out (e.g., working
with a researcher, a scientific method or using calculations) helped define both the basic and accessory
parameters. Replicability, on the other hand, was a pyramid: if the project is disseminated (e.g., through
a scientific article), the pyramid grows since the project has a greater chance of effective replicability.
Otherwise, if the project remains within the firm, the pyramid is small since it is less replicable in other
business contexts. Finally, creativity was not measured, as it is something intrinsic [77–85]. However,
the more innovation is shared, the more extensive the greater exponentiality of creativity. Therefore,
an exponential was formed according to creativity.

Academic research can benefit from the approach use of measure uncertainty for R&D activities
to get a better understanding of the potential use of Industry 4.0 [5,7,9,17,21,22,56,86–89]. The present
work explored the degree of uncertainty that emerged during the R&D activities carried out by a set
of Italian firms, mainly related to the manufacturing industry [9]. The firms considered the National
Enterprise Plan 4.0 in Italy as a positive strategy mostly due to the available tax credits. The data
collection was conducted over two years (2016–2018), in which 190 projects were analyzed. The analysis
was carried out at two levels: (i) direct surveys with the entrepreneur and the internal research team,
the projects always being of a corporate nature and related to industrial development; and (ii) a
technical analysis of the documentation supporting the project idea. The two analysis thresholds were
consequently the starting point for the creation of the positioning grid from which the uncertainty
graph was produced. Furthermore, the methodological approach had a dual practical and operational
value, either within a project team or an external evaluator. In fact, thanks to the evaluation of the
ex-ante project, it was conceivable to determine the level of risk of the project right from the start,
defining in practice, if necessary: (i) alternative solutions and (ii) reserve budgets in the event that the
uncertainty factor is extremely high.

7. Conclusions

In this study, we aimed to create a draft of a potential methodology that supports firms in their
realization of R&D projects, as defined by the Frascati Manual and the concepts of Industry 4.0.

Uncertainty is a situation in which the viewer of any phenomena, in every place and time, is not
able—with comprehensive certainty—to describe the additional course of this phenomenon [11,56].
Numerous elements can affect the uncertainty of Industry 4.0, both in terms of chances and pressures [56].
Owing to the novelty of the matter and the great complication of the phenomenon of Industry 4.0,
the main consequence is to reduce the degree of uncertainty during the R&D investigations with the
intention of minimizing the potential undesirable effects happening in Industry 4.0 [7,56]. Uncertainty
as a cognitive class manifests itself in a lack of information essential to make decisions and the inability
to forecast the effects of decisions and to evaluate the influence of events happening in a specific
situation [59]. The multidimensional nature of the uncertainty and the purpose of its complexity and
dynamic changes, should be observed from diverse standpoints [56]. Uncertainty is an independent
measure which relates to the detached risks and concerns that are problematic or impossible to
estimate [63]. When the probability of certain events is quantifiable, then one should talk about
the risks, as there is uncertainty in the strict sense [60]. There are several examples of methods to
overcome the uncertainty in Industry 4.0 in the literature [58,77–79], such as mastering complex systems
for suitable simulation and optimization models and software. The main concepts for overcoming
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uncertainty are rooted in guaranteeing data security—development of new systems that are safe from
cyber-attacks [48,49]. Moreover, we can identify distinct systems that are potentially related to Industry
4.0 and its surroundings due to the fact of their importance and probability of occurrence. Industry
4.0 must be understood as a priority for Europe by administrations and policy makers, who must
advocate and create an “infrastructure” for promoting entrepreneurship [17,47,51,72].
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